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Wolves Captured and Collared 
In April of 2017, the Wyoming Game and Fish Department re-
sumed management authority over wolves in Wyoming, outside 
of Yellowstone National Park and the Wind River Indian Reserva-
tion. A large part of management is monitoring wolf numbers, 
distribution, survival and overall demographics of the population 
to inform management decisions. One tool the large Carnivore 
Section often employs is the 
capturing and radio-marking 
wolves. Ideally, the objec-

tive is to have at least one wolf collared in every known pack, but that can be 
challenging for a variety of reasons. Over the next few months large carni-
vore biologists will put boots, skis, and snowshoes to the ground in order to 
gain accurate counts of wolves as well as assisting with aerial cap-
tures. Recently an adult male from the Pinnacle Pack northeast of Jackson 

was captured and biologists were able to 
collect important biological samples and 
fit it with a GPS collar that will record its 
travels over the next 2-3 years. The hope is 
to put out 20-25 additional radio collars on 
wolves in order to evaluate new packs and 
changing distributions in order to derive 
an accurate count for wolves in the trophy 
game management area.  

Photos: (Clockwise from top left) Game and Fish 

Wolf Biologist Ken Mills and a capture crew mem-

ber transport an adult male wolf from the Pinna-

cle Pack for handling. 2) Mills draws a blood sam-

ple. 3) Mills collects samples from a sedated wolf. 

4) Helicopter capture Pilot David Rivers prepares 

to return a collared wolf to it’s capture site north-

east of Jackson. 5) (Left) Grand Teton National 

Park Wildlife Biologist Sarah Dewey (Left) fits a 

new GPS collar on an adult male wolf while Ken 

Mills gets an age estimate based on tooth wear. 
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Teton Bighorns Collared 
The bighorn sheep in the Teton Range are a small, isolated popu-
lation that have gotten the full attention of local wildlife manag-
ers. Numbers have been in decline in recent years and are now 
estimated at just 80 animals. The small herd faces many chal-
lenges, including a loss of available low-elevation winter range 
due to development in the Jackson Hole valley, forcing them to 
endure winter at elevations of 10,000 feet or more. Other chal-
lenges include both an increase in mountain goats and an in-
crease in winter recreation. Mountain goats not only compete 
with bighorn sheep for food and space, but also can harbor para-
sites that are lethal to bighorn sheep. Winter recreation also con-
tinues to increase in the Teton Range and repeated disturbance 
can push animals to less favorable habitat and compromise the 
animals’ ability to survive the harsh winters. Wildlife managers now have 12 Teton bighorn sheep collared and an ad-

ditional eight mountain goats to monitor the animals’ distribution 
and how the two species might be overlapping. Biologists also have 
remote cameras at various locations in the range and all collars are 
color-coded so that individuals can be identified if captured by the 
cameras. Blood, nasal and tonsil samples will reveal what parasites 
the animals may be carrying. 

Jackson Game  and Fish Wildlife Biologist Aly Courtemanch col-
lects a blood sample from a ewe bighorn sheep from the Teton 
Range. 

Photos: (Left) Grand Teton National Park Wildlife Biologist Sarah Dewey fastens a GPS 
collar to a ewe bighorn sheep to follow its movements and survival.  (Below Left) Wild-
life managers hoist a ewe bighorn sheep to record its weight. (Below) A pair of big-
horn sheep are attached to the helicopter and ferried back to their capture site in the 
northern Teton Range.  
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Gros Ventre Wolf Poached  
North Jackson Game Warden Jon Stephens received a tip from a concerned sports-
man regarding suspicious activity in the upper Gros Ventre drainage northeast of 
Jackson. The reporting party noticed an individual who appeared to be pursuing a 
wolf in a closed area. Stephens successfully located the suspects vehicle several 
hours later and learned the individual had been varmint hunting in the area for a 
couple days. The suspect had two red foxes in the back of the truck, but Stephens 
also noticed additional blood markings around the truck bed. When asked if they 
had taken anything else, they reported they had shot at but missed a coyote in the 

exact area the report suggested. 
Stephens then asked to look through 
several boxes in the back of the truck 
and while doing so discovered a recently 
killed wolf stuffed in the bottom of one 
(Left). When asked what was in the bot-
tom of the box, the individual responded 
“You got me, I shot a wolf in the closed 
area.” The individual stated they had 
planned to wait a day then try checking 
it in, saying it was taken in a different 
area. The wolf was seized and the indi-
vidual received citations for taking a wolf 
in a closed area, failure to tag the animal 
and shooting from a public roadway. 

Mule Deer Poachers Caught, Convicted 
In early November, Afton Game Warden James Hobbs received a report regarding an individual that was 
seen field dressing a deer in an area that was only open for cow/calf elk. Warden Hobbs was able to find 
the camp of the nonresident hunter who was from Indiana. After questioning both the hunter and his 
uncle accompanying him, it was determined 
the hunter legitimately believed he had killed 
an elk. The hunter was cited for taking the 
wrong species of big game animal.   

Warden Hobbs had another deer poaching 
case come to a close with a sentence being 
handed down. This case involved an individ-
ual who had illegally shot a deer after legal 
shooting hours using the headlights of his 
vehicle during the deer season in September.  
The illegal hunter was sentenced $1,260 in 
fines, loss of hunting privileges until 2019, 90 
days in jail with 89 suspended and two years 
of probation.  
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Wyoming Range Deer Counts 
South Jackson Wildife Biologist Gary Fralick recently completed 
the annual post-hunt season deer survey for the northern Wyo-
ming Range herd. As expected, with last year’s hard winter, the 
number of fawns was as low as it has been since 1993 at ap-
proximately 50 per 100 does. Fawns are typically the age class 
that is hit the hardest during a tough winter. Similarly, the buck 
ratios were down as well at 29 per 100 does. A similar low as to 
1993-94 and 2004 (see graphs below). Wildlife managers are 
likely to again propose very conservative hunting seasons, but 
what the herd really needs to bounce back is consecutive years 
of mild winters and high fawn survival. The Game and Fish will be holding public meetings in local communi-
ties in January to update the public with the latest numbers, habitat conditions and research being con-
ducted. Look for further announcements with the details on when and where these meetings will take place.   


